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ABSTRACT
The present invention provides a method for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service, the method comprises the following steps: a calling terminal calls a called terminal in a first network; the first network triggers, when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, the call service to an intelligent service platform; the intelligent service platform obtains, from the first network, a Temporary Local Directory Number (TLDN) of the called terminal corresponding to the main number, stores the TLDN and sends a service control indication to the first network; the first network routes the call to a Next Generation Network according to the service control indication from the platform; the next generation network triggers the call service to the platform; and the platform returns the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all other terminal numbers bound to the main number to the Next Generation Network to connect the called terminals. The present invention further provides a system for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service. The method and system disclosed in the present invention realize the simultaneous ringing and ordinal ringing of multiple user terminals by using a mobile terminal number as a main number.
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1. A calling terminal calls a called terminal in a first network, and the first network sends, when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, a call service triggering request to an intelligent service platform to trigger a call service to the intelligent service platform.

2. The intelligent service platform obtains from the first network a TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number, stores the TLDN and sends a service control indication to the first network.

3. The first network sends a call service triggering request to a NGN according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform to route the call to the NGN.

4. The NGN triggers the call service to the intelligent service platform according to the call service triggering request from the first network, and the intelligent service platform returns a service control indication, including the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main number, to the NGN to connect the called terminals.
a calling terminal calls a mobile terminal number in a CDMA network, and the call arrives at the MSC of the CDMA network

the MSC sends an SRI to an HLR, and the HLR returns an SRI response message to the MSC

the MSC determines, according to the SRI response message, the number of the called terminal to be a main number, and then sends a call service triggering request to an intelligent service platform to trigger a call service to the intelligent service platform

the intelligent service platform obtains, from the HLR of the CDMA network, a TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number, stores the TLDN and inserts a prefix code before the main number, and then sends the main number inserted with the prefix code to the MSC of the CDMA network

the MSC of the CDMA network routes the call to the SS of the NGN according to the prefix code inserted before the main number sent from the intelligent service platform

the SS of the NGN triggers the call service to the intelligent service platform via an SIP according to the prefix code inserted before the main number

the intelligent service platform returns the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main number to the SS of the NGN

the SS directly connects the called terminals in the NGN, and synchronously routes the numbers of the terminals in the first network and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number back to the MSC of the first network, and the MSC connects the called terminal in the CDMA network
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR REALIZING
ONE-NUMBER MULTIPLE-Terminal SERVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to value-added services of communication networks, and more particularly to a method and system for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service.

BACKGROUND

With the increasing development of communication technologies, communication networks have presented the coexistence situation of multi-patterns and multi-stages, such as the coexistence of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) network, Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) network and Next Generation Network (NGN) and the like. A user may possess communication terminals corresponding to different networks so as to use different networks. In this case, it is generally desired by the user that the multiple terminals are represented with a same number, a main number, so that all the terminals bound to the main number can be connected when another user dials the main number. This type of service is one-number multiple-terminal service, the specific service types are specifically divided into the simultaneous ringing and ordinal ringing of all the bound terminals. Wherein, the one-number multiple-terminal simultaneous ringing service means that when a calling terminal calls the main number of the called terminals, all the terminals bound to the main number ring simultaneously; and the one-number multiple-terminal ordinal ringing service means that when a calling terminal calls the main number of the called terminals, all the terminals bound to the main number ring in sequence according to a predetermined order. The one-number multiple-terminal service greatly improves user experience and promotes the communication efficiency between users, and therefore has a bright market prospect.

Currently, both mobile phones and fixed phones including PHS (Personal Handy-Phone System) are supported by all the domestic operators. As mobile phones are the most popular and convenient communication tool currently, the number of mobile phones is stored by most users, a mobile phone number is the first choice of the main number in the one-number multiple-terminal service.

Limited by the Wireless Intelligent Network (WIN) protocol of CDMA network and the Customized Application for Mobile Network Enhanced Logic (CAMEL) protocol of GSM network, it is difficult for the one-number multiple-terminal service to realize the simultaneous ringing or ordinal ringing of three or more numbers. With the development of NGN, NGN has converged circuit-switched networks, Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) and the like, and IP packet-switched networks, therefore, the problem above can be solved. However, how to realize the one-number multiple-terminal service, by using a mobile terminal number as a main number, becomes another problem in this field that should be urgently solved.

SUMMARY

The main objective of the present invention is to provide a method and system for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service, which can realize the simultaneous ringing and ordinal ringing of multiple user terminals by using a mobile terminal number as a main number.

In order to achieve the objective above, the technical solutions of the present invention are realized as follows.

The present invention provides a method for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service, the method comprises the following steps:

A: a calling terminal calls a called terminal which is in a first network, and the first network sends, when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, a call service triggering request to an intelligent service platform;

B: the intelligent service platform obtains from the first network a Temporary Local Directory Number (TLDN) of the called terminal corresponding to the main number, stores the TLDN and sends a service control indication to the first network;

C: the first network sends a call service triggering request to a Next Generation Network (NGN) to route the call to the NGN according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform; and

D: the NGN triggers the call service to the intelligent service platform according to the call service triggering request sent from the first network, and the intelligent service platform returns a service control indication, including the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main number, to the NGN to connect the called terminals.

In the technical solution above, the step A may comprise the following steps:

A1: the calling terminal initiates a call to the called terminal in the first network, and the call arrives at a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) of the first network;

A2: the MSC sends a Send Routing Info (SRI) to a Home Location Register (HLR), and the HLR returns an SRI response message to the MSC; and

A3: the MSC determines whether the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber according to the subscription information contained in the SRI response message, and triggers, when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, the service to the intelligent service platform, or the MSC directly connects the corresponding called terminal when the called terminal is not a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber.

In the technical solution above, the step of sending a service control indication in the step B may comprise that:

determine the called number to be the main number of the one-number multiple-terminal service according to the locally stored intelligent service data, the intelligent service platform inserts a prefix code before the called number, and then sends the called number inserted with the prefix code to the MSC of the first network.

In the technical solution above, the step of routing the call to the NGN in the step C may comprise: the first network routes the call to the Soft Switch (SS) of the NGN, wherein the called number is inserted with the prefix code.

In the technical solution above, the step D may comprise the following steps:

D1: after receiving the call routed by the MSC of the first network, the SS of the NGN triggers the call service to the intelligent service platform via a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) according to the prefix code inserted before the called number;

D2: the intelligent service platform returns the service control indication, including the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound on the main number, to the SS of the NGN; and
D3: the SS directly connects the called terminals in the NGN and synchronously routes the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number in the first network to the MSC of the first network, and the MSC connects the called terminals in the first network.

In the technical solution above, the first network may be a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) network or a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) network.

The present invention further provides a system for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service, the system comprises a first network, a Next Generation Network (NGN) and an intelligent service platform, wherein

the first network may be configured to send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform to trigger a call service to the intelligent service platform, and send a call routing request to the NGN according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform; wherein the service control indication includes a called number inserted with a prefix code to route the call to the NGN;

the NGN may be configured to send the call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform according to the call routed from the first network to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform, and connect the called terminals according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform; wherein the service control indication includes the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all other terminal numbers bound to the main number; and

the intelligent service platform may be configured to send a service control indication including the called number inserted with the prefix code to the first network and a service control indication including the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all other terminal numbers bound to the main number to the NGN respectively according to the call service triggering requests from the first network and the NGN network.

In the system, the first network may comprise a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) and a Home Location Register (HLR), wherein:

the MSC may be configured to send the SRI to the HLR as a call arriving, trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform according to the SRI response message returned by the HLR, and send a call routing request to the NGN to route the call to the NGN according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform, and receive the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number from the intelligent service platform routed back by the NGN to connect the called terminals; and

the HLR may be configured to return an SRI response message to the MSC according to the SRI sent by the MSC.

In the system, the NGN may comprise a soft switch (SS), the SS is configured to send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform according to a call routing request of the first network, trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform, connect the called terminals according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform, and route the terminal numbers in the first network and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number returned by the intelligent service platform to the first network.

In the system, the first network may be a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) network or a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) network.

The present invention provides a first network supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service, wherein the first network may be configured to:

receive a call sent by a calling terminal to a called terminal in the first network, send a call service triggering request to an intelligent service platform supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service after determining the called terminal to be a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number to be a main number, so as to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform, and send a call routing request to a NGN supportive to the one-number multiple-terminal service according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform; wherein the service control indication includes the called number inserted with a prefix code to route the call to the NGN.

The first network may be further configured to receive the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number from the intelligent service platform routed back by the NGN, and connect the called terminals.

The first network may comprise a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) and a Home Location Register (HLR), wherein the MSC may be configured to send the SRI to the HLR as a call arrives, and send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform according to the SRI response message returned by the HLR to trigger a call service to the intelligent service platform, send a call routing request to the NGN according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform, route the call to the NGN, and receive the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number from the intelligent service platform routed back by the NGN to connect the called terminals; and

the HLR may be configured to return the SRI response message to the MSC according to the SRI sent by the MSC.

The first network may be a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) network or a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) network.

The present invention further provides a Next Generation Network (NGN) supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service, wherein the NGN may be configured to:

receive a call routing request sent by a first network supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service, send a call service triggering request to an intelligent service platform supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service according to the call routed by the first network to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform, and connect the called terminals according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform; wherein the service control indication includes the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all other terminal numbers bound to the main number.

The NGN may be further configured to:

route the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number in the first network routed by the intelligent service platform to the first network.

The NGN may comprise a Soft Switch (SS), the SS is configured to send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform according to the call routing request of the first network, trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform, connect the called terminals according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform including the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main number, and route the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number in the first network returned by the intelligent service platform to the first network.
The present invention further provides an intelligent service platform supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service, wherein the intelligent service platform may be configured to:

- send a service control indication to a first network supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service according to a call service triggering request from the first network, wherein the service control indication includes a called number inserted with a prefix code; and
- send a service control indication to an NGN supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service according to a call service triggering request from the NGN network, wherein the service control indication includes the TLDN of a called terminal corresponding to the main number and all other terminal numbers bound to the main number.

In the method and system for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service, the first network triggers a call service to the intelligent service platform when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, and routes the call to the NGN according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform, and then the NGN realizes the simultaneous ringing and ordinal ringing of all the terminals bound to the main number, therefore, the present invention brings much convenience to users, enhances user experience, and improves the efficiency of the communication between users.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a system for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a flow-chart illustrating a method for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service of the present invention; and

FIG. 3 is a flow-chart illustrating one embodiment of a method for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The basic idea of the present invention is that: a first network triggers a call service to an intelligent service platform when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, and routes the call to a NGN according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform to realize the simultaneous ringing or ordinal ringing of all the terminals bound to the main number, thus brings great convenience to the terminal user.

In the present invention, the services that can be realized by the intelligent service platform include, but not limited, narrowband guided service and broadband one-number multiple-terminal service and the like.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a system for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the system of the present invention comprises a first network 100, a NGN 110 and an intelligent service platform 120.

The first network 100 is arranged to send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform 120 to trigger a call service to the intelligent service platform 120, and send a call routing request to the NGN 110 according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform 120 to route the call to the NGN 110.

The NGN 110 is arranged to send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform 120 according to the call routed from the first network 100 to trigger a call service to the intelligent service platform 120, and connect called terminals according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform 120.

The intelligent service platform 120 is arranged to send the service control indications to the first network 100 and the NGN 110 respectively according to the call service triggering requests from the first network 100 and the NGN 110.

The first network 100 comprises a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) 101 and a Home Location Register (HLR) 102. The MSC 101 is arranged to send Send Routing Info (SRI) to the HLR 102 as a call arrives, sends a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform 120 according to an SRI response message (SRI_ack) returned by the HLR 102 to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform 120, and then send a call routing request to the NGN 110 according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform 120 to route the call to the NGN 110.

The HLR 102 is arranged to return the SRI response message to the MSC 101 according to the SRI sent by the MSC 101.

The intelligent service platform 120 is further arranged to obtaining, from the HLR 102 of the first network 100, and storing a Temporary Local Directory Number (TLDN) of the called terminal corresponding to the main number.

In the technical solution above, the MSC 101 determines whether the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber according to the subscription information in the SRI_ack returned by the HLR 102, and sends, when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform 120 to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform 120, or the MSC 101 directly connects a corresponding called terminal when the called terminal is not a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber.

The NGN 110 further comprises a Soft Switch (SS) 111. The SS 111 is arranged to send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform 120 according to a call routing request from the first network 100 to trigger a call service to the intelligent service platform 120, and connect called terminals according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform 120.

The service control indication comprises the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main number.

The SS 111 directly connects the called terminals in the NGN 110, and synchronously routes the terminal numbers in the first network 100 and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number back to the MSC 101 of the first network 100, and then the MSC connects the corresponding called terminals.

Here, the reason for routing the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number back to the MSC 101 of the first network 100 is that a called service will be triggered to the intelligent service platform 120 again when the number of the called terminal, i.e., the main number is routed back to the MSC 101.

In the present invention, the called terminals refer to terminals in the first network and the NGN, and the first network 100 is a CDMA network or a GSM network.

FIG. 2 is a flow-chart illustrating a method for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2, the method of the present invention comprises the following steps that:

1. calling terminal calls a called terminal in a first network, and the first network sends, when the called terminal
is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber, and the
called number is a main number, a call service triggering
request to an intelligent service platform to trigger a call
service to the intelligent service platform;
step 2: the intelligent service platform obtains from the first
network a TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to
the main number, stores the TLDN and sends a service control
indication to the first network;
step 3: the first network sends a call service triggering
request to a NGN according to the service control indication
sent by the intelligent service platform to route the call to the
NGN; and
step 4: the NGN triggers the call service to the intelligent
service platform according to the call service triggering
request from the first network, and the intelligent service
platform returns a service control indication, including the
TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main
number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main
number, to the NGN to connect the called terminals.
Specifically, step 1 comprises the following steps:
step 1a: the calling terminal calls the called terminal which
is in the first network, and the call arrives at the MSC of the
first network;
step 1b: the MSC sends an SRI to the HLR, and the HLR
returns an SRI_ack to the MSC; and
step 1c: the MSC determines whether the called terminal is
a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber according to
the subscription information contained in the SRI_ack
returned by the HLR, and triggers, when the called terminal is
a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the
called number is a main number, the call service to the in-
elligent service platform; or the MSC directly connects the
corresponding called terminal when the called terminal is not
a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber.
In step 1, the MSC triggers the call service to the intelligent
service platform by sending an Initial Detection Point (IDP)
message to the intelligent service platform.
Specifically, Step 2 comprises the following steps:
step 2a: the intelligent service platform obtains, from the
HLR of the first network, a TLDN of the called terminal
returning the main number, and stores the TLDN; and
step 2b: after determining the called number to be the main
number of the is one-number multiple-terminal service
according to the locally stored intelligent service data, the
intelligent service platform inserts a prefix code before the called
number, and then sends the called number with the
prefix code to the MSC of the first network.
Here, the prefix code is predetermined by the system, and
the MSC of the first network determines whether to route the
call to the SS of the NGN according to whether the prefix code is
contained in the called number returned from the intelligent
service platform.
In step 3, the MSC of the first network routes the call to the
SS of the NGN after receiving the called number inserted with
the prefix code sent from the intelligent service platform.
Specifically, step 4 comprises the following steps:
step 4a: after receiving the call routed by the MSC of the
first network, the SS of the NGN triggers the call service to the
intelligent service platform via a Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP) according to the prefix code inserted before the called
number;
step 4b: the intelligent service platform returns a service
control indication, including the TLDN of the called terminal
returning the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main number, to the SS of the NGN; and
What is claimed is:

1. A method for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service, comprising:
   A: calling a called terminal in a first network by a calling terminal, and when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, sending a call service triggering request to an intelligent service platform by the first network;
   B: obtaining from the first network a Temporary Local Directory Number (TLDN) of the called terminal corresponding to the main number, storing the TLDN and sending a service control indication to the first network by the intelligent service platform;
   C: sending a call service triggering request to a Next Generation Network (NGN) by the first network to route the call to the NGN according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform; and
   D: triggering the call service to the intelligent service platform by the NGN according to the call service triggering request sent from the first network, and returning by the intelligent service platform a service control indication, including the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all other terminal numbers bound to the main number, to the NGN to connect the called terminals.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step A comprises:
   A1: the calling terminal initiating a call to the called terminal in the first network, and the call arriving at a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) of the first network;
   A2: the MSC sending a Send Routing Info (SRI) to a Home Location Register (HLR), and the HLR returning an SRI response message to the MSC; and
   A3: the MSC determining whether the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber according to the subscription information contained in the SRI response message, and triggering, when the called terminal is a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number is a main number, the service to the intelligent service platform, or the MSC directly connecting the corresponding called terminal when the called terminal is not a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of sending a service control indication in the step B comprises:
   when determining the called number to be the main number of the one-number multiple-terminal service according to the locally stored intelligent service data, the intelligent service platform inserting a prefix code before the called number, and then sending the called number inserted with the prefix code to the MSC of the first network.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the step of routing the call to the NGN in the step C comprises:
   the first network routing the call to the Soft Switch (SS) of the NGN, wherein the called number is inserted with the prefix code.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the step D comprises:
   D1: after receiving the call routed by the MSC of the first network, the SS of the NGN triggering the call service to the intelligent service platform via a Session Initiation Protocol according to the prefix code inserted before the called number;
   D2: the intelligent service platform returning a service control indication, including the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all other terminal numbers bound on the main number, to the SS of the NGN; and
   D3: the SS directly connecting the called terminals in the NGN and synchronously routing the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number in the first network to the MSC of the first network, and the MSC connecting the called terminals in the first network.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the first network is a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) network or a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) network.

7. A system for realizing a one-number multiple-terminal service, comprising a first network supportive to the one-number multiple-terminal service, an NGN supportive to the one-number multiple-terminal service, and an intelligent service platform supportive to the one-number multiple-terminal service;
   the first network being configured to:
   receive a call sent by a calling terminal to a called terminal in the first network, send a call service triggering request to an intelligent service platform supportive to the one-number multiple-terminal service after determining the called terminal to be a one-number multiple-terminal service subscriber and the called number to be a main number, so as to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform, and send a call routing request to a NGN supportive to the one-number multiple-terminal service according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform; wherein the service control indication includes the called number inserted with a prefix code to route the call to the NGN;
   the NGN being configured to:
   receive a call routing request sent by a first network supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service, send a call service triggering request to an intelligent service platform supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service according to the call routed by the first network to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform, and connect called terminals according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform; wherein the service control indication includes the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all other terminal numbers bound to the main number, and the intelligent service platform being configured to:
   send a service control indication to a first network supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service according to a call service triggering request from the first network, wherein the service control indication includes a called number inserted with a prefix code; and
   send a service control indication to an NGN supportive to a one-number multiple-terminal service according to a call service triggering request from the NGN network, wherein the service control indication includes the TLDN of a called terminal corresponding to a main number and all other terminal numbers bound to the main number.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the first network is further configured to:
receive the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number from the intelligent service platform routed back by the NGN, and connect the called terminals.

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein the first network comprises a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) and a Home Location Register (HLR);

the MSC is configured to send Send Routing Info (SRI) to the HLR as a call arrives, and send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform according to the SRI response message returned by the HLR to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform, and then send a call routing request to the NGN according to the service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform to route the call to the NGN, and receive the terminal numbers and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number from the intelligent service platform routed back by the NGN to connect the called terminals; and

the HLR is configured to return an SRI response message to the MSC according to the SRI sent by the MSC.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the NGN is further configured to:

route the terminal numbers in the first network and the TLDN, returned by the intelligent service platform, of the called terminal corresponding to the main number to the first network.

11. The system according to claim 9, wherein the NGN comprises a Soft Switch (SS) configured to:

send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform, according to the call routing request of the first network, to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform;

connect the called terminals according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform, wherein the service control indication includes the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main number; and

route the terminal numbers in the first network and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number returned by the intelligent service platform to the first network.

12. The system according to claim 8, wherein the NGN is further configured to:

route the terminal numbers in the first network and the TLDN, returned by the intelligent service platform, of the called terminal corresponding to the main number to the first network.

13. The system according to claim 8, wherein the NGN comprises a Soft Switch (SS) configured to:

send a call service triggering request to the intelligent service platform, according to the call routing request of the first network, to trigger the call service to the intelligent service platform;

connect the called terminals according to a service control indication sent by the intelligent service platform, wherein the service control indication includes the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number and all the other terminal numbers bound to the main number; and

route the terminal numbers in the first network and the TLDN of the called terminal corresponding to the main number returned by the intelligent service platform to the first network.

* * * * *